Facility Senate submits recommendations

By Steve Hoffman and Shawn Hill

The Faculty Senate met last evening to consider ten recommendations proposed by Senate committees on Student Affairs and on Administration of the University concerning the place and the function the Placement Bureau has in the University.

After exhaustive debate and compromise upon the relative merits of the proposals of each committee, the Senate passed for recommendation ten resolutions defining the function of the Placement Bureau.

The first recommendation states that the Placement Bureau be retained as an activity under the jurisdiction of the Vice President for Public Relations and Development. It shall be housed in such a manner as to be accessible to the needs of the student and to the standards of the University. The Faculty senate felt that the abolition of the Placement Bureau at the present time would be both unjustified and precipitous.

The second recommendation asks that the Placement Bureau be moved immediately and energetically to stimulate more active recruitment on the campus by public and private educational institutions, such as graduate and undergraduate study, and by organizations directed primarily to the encouragement of the improvement and to the improvement of the general quality of life in our community.

The Faculty Senate's third proposal begins by stating that "The University must maintain its position as a forum for the free exchange of ideas. To this end, it must insulate that spokesperson from both sides of employment issues can be heard in a reasonable and civilized manner. Therefore, it is recommended that the Placement Bureau seek opportunities for such exchanges and allocate funds for this purpose."

Furthermore, the Senate asks that any organization recruiting on campus answer any questions that may be submitted by a student faculty committee, if the organization fails to answer most of the questions posed by the committee, funds for research and publication of findings by the committee.

The last provision of this recommendation requests "That funds should be provided only into implementing Fr. Burchell's proposal to create a new department to manage the Placement Bureau to activate the social contributions of firms and organizations."

"That the Placement Bureau provide facilities where graduates are interested in using the Bureau can meet with other members of the University interested in providing information concerning the current activities of employers using the Bureau are the fourth recommendation of the Faculty Senate."

The fifth recommendation of last night's meeting reads "That the Placement Bureau expand its services relevant to summer employment by attempting to increase the number of prospective employers utilizing the service, particularly those of the sort mentioned in recommendation 2. Examples of such employers are VISTA and CILA."

In a continuation of the trend toward co-education the Faculty Senate recommended "that the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College explore the"

(Continued on page 2)

 Wildcats in Seattle protest against the conspiracy trial

SEATTLE (UPI) - A thousand demonstrators chanted the U.S. courthouse Tuesday in a protest against the Chicago riot conspiracy trial. They battled police, threw rocks through windows and lobbed tear gas into the building.

Police closed in on the screaming protestors from two sides, swinging clubs and making arrests.

Police burst from behind the courthouse and arrested as many as 25 demonstrators.

In a club swinging melee a number of demonstrators were beaten and arrested, and plainclothes and uniformed police..."
The Observer

Faculty Senate recommends that organizations answer questions
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possibility of consolidating their placement activities into a single office, or at least of establishing reciprocity in the use of facilities and services."

A seventh recommendation, stipulating that the Placement Bureau be required to prepare brochures summarizing its services, procedures, and policies for distribution to all members of the University community, including alumni, passed uncontroverted.

The eighth recommendation provides for the decision of the administrative officers of the Placement Bureau concerning the implementation of the ten Senate recommendations. According to this provision, such evaluation would be made available to the Senate before August 1, 1970.

The recommendation receiving the most debate and disagreement dealt with the question of whether or not organizations which deny the possibility of open discussion should be permitted to recruit on campus with the permission of the Placement Bureau.

The Senate Student Affairs Committee presented the earlier Senate recommendation that such organizations, expressly the CIA, be prohibited from such recruiting. They reasoned that the CIA, in rejecting discussion and withholding information, should not be allowed use of campus facilities.

However, a number of Senators, spearheaded by the

Discuss election policy

(Continued from page 1)
to discuss academic affairs.

Presidential and vice-presidential candidates will be permitted to run on tickets in upcoming elections. "One ticket versus another," explained Driscoll, "may make SMC elections become issue contests and not popularity contests." Senators agreed to permit WSSD to tape their meetings. They also unanovisely voted to seat the student body president on the student affairs and academic affairs council. She will also chair the student assembly at Faculty Senate meetings.

By Greg Pudhorodsky

In coordination with Com- munity Week, February 16 to 26, students with no previous experience for Political Action are making available literature outside of the placement office which they feel will fill the "information gap" which Dow Chemical is attempting to create. The brochure consists of an index which lists the thirty companies which Dow will recruit in the ten day period, with notation concerning those which have Notre Dame trustees as directors or whose stock is owned by Notre Dame.

The CPA's primary selection is a pamphlet titled "Misplace- ment at Notre Dame." Compiled by their research team over semester break, it contains the group's basic statement on Com- munity Week. Also included is a list of the thirty companies which will recruit in the ten day period, with notation concerning those which have Notre Dame trustees as directors or whose stock is owned by Notre Dame.

Those distributing the literature stated that they have experienced no adverse reaction to their action, and that they expected none. The tables and chairs that they were using were provided as a result of the Student Life Council's recommen- dation of February 9, urging such facilities for such purposes.

When asked what purpose their action promoted, a spokes- man for the group referred to Father Hesburgh's statement at the initial meeting of the Univer- sity's Forum, which said that any "legitimate corporations" would be allowed to recruit at Notre Dame. The aim of the booklet is to point out various facts and practices of these corporations which "expose their illegitimacy" in institutions.

One of the two recruiters for Dow Chemical was approached and asked for a statement concerning the current protest. Though not aware of the exis- tence of the CPA's pamphlet he felt that the current protest was somewhat senseless for the action will not stop Dow from currently recruiting on over 200 campuses. He saw that their real objection was with the war, which he himself opposed, and thought they should stem their energies in that direction.

Though he would not speak for company policy on the morality of the use of napalm which Dow produced, he was willing to express a personal opinion. He stated that the "actual morality" in the issue was in the decision of the corporations on whether they were going to use the technolog- ical potential they had available to save American lives. The answer he gave was no.

The recruiter also stated that the only reason that Dow was not currently producing napalm was that they had lost the governmental bid and would try in the future to secure the contract again.

C.P.A. fills 'information gap'

Tonight!

Important Ticket Sales
Junior Parents' Son Weekend
6:30-9:30

Wed., Feb. 18 - Tom Dooley Room - LaFortune
Tues., Feb. 24 - Blue-Gold Room - LaFortune
Wed., Feb. 25 - Blue-Gold Room - LaFortune

TICKETS FOR

Presidential Dinner
Saturday Luncheon
Communion Breakfast

Wed., Feb. 18 - Tom Dooley Room - LaFortune

Tues., Feb. 24 - Blue-Gold Room - LaFortune

Wed., Feb. 25 - Blue-Gold Room - LaFortune

ENDS THURSDAY
Theological and Conscientious Objection

At the Alumni Club Wednesday: 8:30

Fear conspiracy jury may be hung

The Academic Affairs Committee of the Student Senate will hold its first meeting at 7:00 o'clock in the SMC Plaza. They will discuss the academic grievance committee and the ombudsman service.

Grab your buddy soap... Take him to TWIRP
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Student participation in security

Since the beginning of the year The Observer has been pushing for improvements in the Security Department. Obviously there is much that needs to be improved. One of the things we feel are influential in bringing about the various investigations conducted by both the Student Life Council and the Student Senate and also the investigation that was performed by a consulting firm at the request of the Vice-President's Council.

The consulting firm's report is in and since the contents remain to be released we can only say that we would hope that the University implements the recommendations in the report. We know that Mr. Pears has already taken steps towards improving the protection of the parking lots. Much remains to be done though as can be evidenced by the fact that last week the aerials were snatched off of no less than 10 cars which were parked close together in D-1.

It is obvious that some of the vandalism that occurs is the result of non-students who come to campus with malicious intent or from organized rings of thieves who pilfer the parking lots. Some of the vandalism however can be attributed to a source closer to home. Notre Dame students are responsible for a large portion of the vandalism. The elimination of that part of the problem rests more on the shoulders of Notre Dame men than on the Security Department.

Some of the vandalism that is done in the parking lots can be attributed to students who are looking for kicks when they come back drunk at night after parties or a round or two at the local bars. The new arm on the shuttle bus gate on route 31 has been broken over twenty times since it was installed according to the driver. We feel that it is the responsibility of students to insure that the minority of students who persist in such childish acts are not allowed to have their way. Cases of vandalism and malicious acts should be handled through the Hall Judicial Boards or reported to Security. Unless the Student Body intends to take care of its own offenders it is hard to demand that the Security Department handle the problems.

We realize that there is much that the Security forces can be criticized for. At the same time we feel that the students must make some attempt to acknowledge the job that the current under-staffed department is doing. The SLC investigation into the Security Department brought out one startling fact. The Security Department has been trying to recruit better and more competent personal but often loses new recruits because of the abuse that many of them take from students while they are on duty.

A middle aged recruit who was spending his first night on a beat walking around campus took so much verbal abuse from students that he never joined the force. Often the guards at the gate have to put up with the arrogance of a minority of students who feel that they are better than the rest of the student body and deserve a right to drive on campus. Some stop for a second at the gate, make a wise crack or two, and then gun through, while others don't stop at all.

The abuses just mentioned are by and large the product of a minority segment of the student body. We feel, however, that the majority just can't sit by and tolerate it. If we want a fine Security force we must go half way. We don't think that that is too much to ask.

The Observer

Letters to the Editor

"American Way of Death"?

Editor:

With regards to the Engineering College Council's statement: "An institution devoted to the intellectual and moral development" which "Not only tolerates, but invites every reasonable answer supported by scholarship, not feeling" in living (or dying, in the specific case of, perhaps, Notre Dame) a lie. "Moral development," the manifestation of which is called "feelings," which does not have, or cannot have, an effect upon how we answer the "diverse and controversial opinions, (and) inquiries" facing us is, in fact, no moral development at all, and "moral development" remains as a propaganda device. To say that a university is dedicated to scholarship alone and not to "feelings" (morals, respect for others, etc.) we must to some extent sacrifice ourselves in them or because we see God in them—love, hope, etc.—in order to say that Universities have no commitments to those things which "feelings" can help us to learn and be about. If that cooperation, understanding, wisdom, peace. I believe there are few universities with commitments of this nature and that this is entirely consistent with the idea of a university. Of course, this dedication is better reflected in the answers a university offers (or the manner in which it answers) to the first page of the student manual.

The Engineering College Council says that our community is "marked by a decent respect for the reasoned opinions of mankind." They also say that we should be "not from the issues, but detached from the prejudices which sadly mark current issues. "These are not bad statements, but what are the "reasoned opinions of mankind" and what are these "prejudices?" If I were to identify myself with my Placement Bureau and refuse to participate in his exploitation or destruction, I think that this would be a reasonable, though not purely rational, and quite surely a prejudiced stand! Perhaps it is because I oppose the university's complicity with certain political and industrial structures which, though very "legal," exploit and destroy my neighbor that I am not reasonable and prejudice (love of neighbor) that which the Engineering College Council finds undesirable? Am I one of those who would like to see the survival of the University as one of the few open societies in which to stand against whom Fr. Hesburgh reconceives the "right to destroy... and resist as well?" And this by virtue of my love of my country, which is opposed to blind faith in "the American Way of Life (death)?"

Do those things, rather, which really threaten the University as we have known and loved it, come from outside the university? Do Dow Chemical and the C.I.A. (and their economic and political system of which they are indicative) represent "the reasoned opinions of mankind?" Are the "prejudices" of these systems consistent with our own or not? Do we not only neglect to exercise any critical function over these systems, but also cooperate with and avidly seek the favor of these systems of cooperation with these systems is consistent with the ends of our community, to which we should encourage even closer bonds with them; if the business of the destruction and exploitation of human beings and the political manipulations which facilitate this business represent the reasoned opinions of mankind, and what are just the desires of a powerful minority, then I am without reason and request to have my current suspension overruled on the grounds of my insanity.

Sincerely yours,

Mark Mahoney

PLEASE NOTE: THAT THE Placement Bureau is hardly the central issue in the Dow-C.I.A. debate: it is merely the final manifestation of the complicity of the university with the "socio-political" goals of its outside "constituency." It is a little sense in eliminating the Placement Bureau, actually, and though I find arguments for its existence to be interesting, they fall to touch the real issue of complicity.
Luchino Visconti, one of the great directors of all time, has crowned his brilliant career with one of the most widely acclaimed films of recent years, "The Damned." I wanted to probe him metaphorically dissects the emotional lives of the members of a German munitions dynasty in World War II. It was named with Rossellini and DeSica as Italy's "Big Three" in film-making now. Among the finest of the "Big Three," grouped with Fellini and Antonioni, how would you classify your style of cinema, compared to the others? A. I am a realist. Fellini is involved with the construction of dreams, while Antonioni concerns himself with trying to understand difficult relationships—society. I admire them both.

Q. Why do so many of your films center on a family? "The Earth Trembles" and "Rocco and His Brothers" are about insurgent poor Italian families, "The Leopard" and "Sandra" about decaying wealthy ones. A. I like to have in all my films a collage of humanity, a family. In "The Damned," I try to explain, in the development of the family, the parallel of what happens in all Germany and later in all the world. That's all I try to say.

Q. Would you like to make a film in the United States? A. I believe I would have to live here for about ten years before I sufficiently understood the Americans to make a film with a plot set here.

Q. What films will you make next? A. I expect to start Thomas Mann's "Death in Venice" in that city in March. I wrote the script with Nicola Badalucco, who also worked with me on the screenplay of "The Damned." Dirk Bogarde will star for me again in "Death in Venice," playing the central role of a German who develops a strange admiration for a Polish youth he meets in Venice. I will use Gustave Mahler's music in the Technicolor drama.

Q. Did you understand the inspiration for the story was Mahler himself?

---

**Dave Stauffer**

*I can see it now. Willis D. Nutting, President of the University of Notre Dame du Lac; Theodore Hesburgh, Chancellor of the University of Notre Dame du Lac.*

---

Students have been baffle for years over who holds the reins of power at Notre Dame. Prior to last year's Porno Conference, many students were begging Father Ted to tell them who the real power was, and exactly how the whole place was run. Students like myself had really been wondering about the whole system.

Not to be outdone, the Great Chief announced amid the flash of cameras his fifteen minute bit. And when it was tested early this year, who should appear under the Golden Dome but James Rihele and Spiro T. Fears. Put Observers bear the faces of more administration people/people connected with incidents and decisions not quite so famous as those above. In a second semester 1969 edition of the Scholastic, Joel Connely and Tom Paine extensively reviewed the power structure at Notre Dame, and showed how confusing it actually is. However, the article also revealed the hard fact that Father Ted is ultimately the big man; or what might be called "Overseer" of the conference.

Confusion? I am afraid the word will have to be defined to allow for the mess a Chancellor-President of Notre Dame or any other great university's administration would cause. I wonder if Chancellor Hesburgh and President Ted ever talk with him (as many football coaches do). It makes them all Vice-Chancellors and Special Assistant to the Chancellor, or if he would leave them for President Nutting to worry about and create a conference. In a day-to-day, power, a Chancellor-President connection, I have a division of duties as nebulous as "Chancellor takes the external and Pres the internal," there would be unlimited confusion over who handles what in any certain situation.

For instance, the power demonstration like the one this fall for example: It's external because it concerns recruitment of potential employees by companies outside the university structure. No, it's internal because the public protest itself is on the campus, in a university building, performed by students—members of the college community.

Think of the excitement when the fifteen minutes is up (if the rule is still being enforced) Students could be even madder if they knew whether a Chancellor person or a President person will appear, and could also bet about 5-1 on the probability of the administration, Fun... and confusion. The President or the big chance. And all this without considering the greater dilemma which always seems to follow the question. (I guess the whole confusion about the division of powers between a Chancellor and President arises when you assert the understanding that the Chancellor will not be a public relations man. In the case of Notre Dame presents, one wonders just exactly what he will be.)

I notice that a letter to the Observer from Conrail Headquarters states that "Anyone who has researched the concept at length knows that the Chancellor-President structure is employed with great success at some of the best schools in the country." I think it is hardly legitimate to argue that because something works elsewhere it will work here also. Many members of the community realize that following this type of argument has been detrimental to academic reform at Notre Dame. To quote Professor Willis D. Nutting (Observer, Feb. 6, 1970) "It would be disastrous for Notre Dame to try to copy the other universities."

A final question: Isn't it ironic that Hesburgh's fifteen-minute rule, the direct result of which could supposedly be called an internal affair, almost by law led the (current) President into the "external" limelight, giving him the active Chancellor-President campaign role.

---

**Bridge**

*by Steve Effler*
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Tickets may be obtained for $1.00 for adults and $1.00 for students by calling the Bethel College Fine Arts Office, 259-8511. The performance will be电厂 assistant on a "Bridge" by Steve Effler. The takeout double and its big brother the C-(Spade) are often used ways of getting into the bidding after your opponents have opened. For a takeout double one ought to have 4-4-1-4 shape, with the singleton in the bid suit. One should also have the equivalent of an opening hand. This bid is sometimes stretched to make a double on a hand that only has two out of the three possible suits your partner might bid. Generally one tries to cover the suit of the singleton.

The takeout double and its big brother the C-(Spade) are often used ways of getting into the bidding after your opponents have opened. For a takeout double one ought to have 4-4-1-4 shape, with the singleton in the bid suit. One should also have the equivalent of an opening hand. This bid is sometimes stretched to make a double on a hand that only has two out of the three possible suits your partner might bid. Generally one tries to cover the suit of the singleton.

The takeout double and its big brother the C-(Spade) are often used ways of getting into the bidding after your opponents have opened. For a takeout double one ought to have 4-4-1-4 shape, with the singleton in the bid suit. One should also have the equivalent of an opening hand. This bid is sometimes stretched to make a double on a hand that only has two out of the three possible suits your partner might bid. Generally one tries to cover the suit of the singleton.

**Choir to perform at Bethel**

The Concordia Choir of Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, under the direction of Paul J. Christiansen, will perform this Friday evening, February 20, in the Goodwin Auditorium, Bethel College Campus in Moundara.

Tickets may be obtained for $1.50 for adults and $1.00 for students by calling the Bethel College Fine Arts Office, 259-8511. The performance will be电厂 assistant on a "Bridge" by Steve Effler. The takeout double and its big brother the C-(Spade) are often used ways of getting into the bidding after your opponents have opened. For a takeout double one ought to have 4-4-1-4 shape, with the singleton in the bid suit. One should also have the equivalent of an opening hand. This bid is sometimes stretched to make a double on a hand that only has two out of the three possible suits your partner might bid. Generally one tries to cover the suit of the singleton.

---

Keep those cards and letters comin' - or I'll b-leav' ya! (Yomtis appears courtesy WNDU and the rabbit constituency.)
Letters to the Editor

"Napalm a Lamb"    Editor: Your February 16 issue carried an article concerning a group of students who intend to "napalm a lamb" in front of the Administration building. It seems that burning a lamb would contradict all the principles which they are supposed to be defending. Since the burning of a lamb is a lesser evil than the burning of a human being, it is understandable that they should be allowed to perform this act since the government is allowed to perform their even more grotesque holocausts. Let them not, however, assume they are performing this rite to enrich the Christian community around them. They seem merely to be rationalizing a totally un-Christian act by playing the role of gods and dealing out their own kind of destructive justice. It seems it is not the conscience of the Notre Dame student that has become desensitized but rather the conscience of those few students and their "complicity with the forces of death."    David Henner 418 Keenan Hall

"Of Lambs and Men"    Editor: At this writing, a group of students intends to go ahead with their plan to napalm a lamb on Wednesday, Feb. 18, at 12:30 P.M.

After reading about this atrocity in your February 16 issue, I find that I have been split into two worlds. My initial reactions were those of shock, disbelief and anger at the idiotic, inhuman and futile aspects of this plan of action. These reactions were followed by a horrible feeling of frustration because about my trying to understand what these students are against, the seemingly senseless killing of innocent people, courtesy of the Vietnam conflict. Apparently, they hope to bring the horror of such killing to the immediate attention of Rossignole - Strato skis for sale. 207 centimeters. Brand New. Still in wrappers. No binding holes. Cheap.

Hair Styling the Continental Way - European Layer Cut, Hot Coloring and Straightening - Specials for Students Our Motto: "Have long hair and be well groomed" For appointment call 234-0811 Continental Hair Styling 306 Sheldon Blvd. Corner Michigan-Jefferson Certified Master Stylist The Baron and Miss Trees to serve and pamper you

The OBSERVER News Needs Writers

Anyone interested in reporting call 1715 and ask for the News Editor
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"Humanists?"    Editor: I would like to condemn the method of recruitment proposed to be used tomorrow in opposition to the napalm and killing problem. The concept of napalming any living creature is certainly apalling and grotesque. I would point out to these sadistically perverted "humanists" that I will do everything in my power to thwart their attempts at this kind of action. A great number of other students have also expressed this opinion. We will allow no atrocities and we will express ourselves to Notre Dame community or any other community over which we have some control. If you want to possibly urge these perverts to pursue a course of action such as the killing of a living creature? Are they so insane as to assume that the horrifying death by chemical warfare of this innocent lamb will alleviate the same method being instrumented in Vietnam? If they are so willing to see something like napalm burn or suffocation then I suggest that they are worse than absurd as it may seem to them, since they are purposefully trying to self-mortification in an effort to entice the sympathy of the H.A. in the only solution to the situation.

As much as violence is appalling, we shall use it in order to combat the sick mechanics of the minds of the opponents of those in "complicity with the forces of death."    ..he laid down his life for us. . ..they laid down His life for us...

This S. Hamilton 411 Walsh Hall

"Government Merger" Editor: As concerned members of the Notre Dame community, we are sympathetic to the plight of the St. Mary's students concerned with the "Government and napalm." During the past few years a spiritual awakening has been observed. We believe that this state of affairs exists not only in the ranks of the individual students. Rather, the present situation is a result of the degree of compartmentalization within communities, with St. Mary's forerunners in this respect. To rectify this rapidly degenerating condition, we feel that the students of Notre-Dame communities, in the spirit of co-education, should follow the example of the St. Mary's class Government and other campus organizations.

Such a move couldn't help but extend the feelings of cooperation and would certainly provide St. Mary's students with a stronger functioning body. The administrative problems of such a proposal can easily be solved by the initiative can just be taken.

Sincerely, 1116 Flanner Tower Tim O'Connor Mark Zimmerman

"Exhibition of Absurdity"    Editor: The consciences of Notre Dame students is no longer domesticated by the "lack of awareness of the human suffering going on in Vietnam." This is the statement a group of students would like to be able to make after having napalmed a lamb on February 18, 1970 at 12:30. Need a killing occur before we are "aware"? Another group of students have organized and feel this killing is not necessary and would probably only antagonize.

This lamb is symbolic of the victimization and slaughtering of innocent people in a war - torn nation, small, Asian nation. Whether it is the suppression of dissenting national ideas of Americans, or the fear and suffering inflicted on a culturally foreign people, the United States and its institutions have indeed become hardened and blind to what they are really doing. Although Notre Dame students are still limited in their real awareness of the absurdity of the silenct and killings. The burning of a helpless lamb is a further demonstration of the fact that students' consciences, but at what price? An animal is slaughtered in order to make a demonstrative impact on men with regards to the "sickening ugliness of" war, suppression, and death. This fact is one which is in immediate need of being realized by those of a Christian conscience.

But why kill, and thereby make a martyr, 1970 only another day in the war, where many have been lost in an absurd battle, at which nothing is being won. If palmimg a lamb may show many students' disapproval of Dow and Honeywell's warm contributions; but it also demonstrates the continuation of an attitude which is ever Increasing. If the lamb be spared, it is at least a start in a common realization that the extreme destruction this country is involved in.

The lamb should not be spared solely because of non-theism with a demonstration against Dow and the War, not because one feels morally guilty for killing an animal beyond these conceptions, the lamb should be spared because of the realization of the inappropriateness of American money and Notre Dame students might be sensitive to the realization of the absurdity of submitting an innocent lamb to its death. This is one, or a combination of, three motivating factors in sparing the lamb, excepting the extreme action of a few as unnecessary to make other decide to do.

Dow and Honeywell are presently being criticized for their financial support of the war, because of the "Instance of death," through their actions which result in the "violence of a corporate and organized murder." The intentions of students to speak out in this regard --- by slaughter of the lamb --- may be to kill the last remnants of innocence left to a blinded nation. It is a desperate hope that the conscience of Notre Dame students might be sensitized by its awareness of the human suffering going on in Vietnam, by sparing the lamb.

If Notre Dame can be made aware of the existence of a few people by preventing a slaughter, then a killing is necessary and unnecessary exhibition of absurdity.

Don Wich Farley Hall

"Grand Funk Rolls Again"    Editor: Kevin Casey is absolutely correct-Grand Funk has the "own original sound of the Psyche toe" and deserves a lot of credit. There is nothing the " Gods of Rock" of today that can build a whole concert (7) around four chords, two drum patterns and the endless repetition of three guitar riffs, all the while sending such enlivening staging as the South Bend High School production. And the endless slaughter of the vocalists are not the mere utterance of "anyone who doesn't clap is a queer." I am sure the only approach to the defense of Jim is to continue to be a "Grand Funk." Mike Leeshau 119 Holy Cross
By Don Ruane

Mardi Gras Chairman Dave Dewan released a rough approxima-
tion of profits from this year's Monday, early last night. He estimated that five to six thousand dollars will be disponible.

Only approximations of the profits were available to Dewan at the time because the Finance Committee had not completed its report. He expects this report to be finished in two weeks, and the final figures released shortly afterwards.

Dewan revealed that of the four parts of the pre-
Lenten festivities, (kick-off, concert, raffle, and carnival), the raffle grossed approximately $20,812 and incurred about $12,378 in expenses. This leaves a rough profit of $8,500. The carnival produced a net profit of $7,500 after grossing $13,711 and expenses of $5,964. Dewan made a point of the fact that not all expenses have been paid and this could lower the net profits of each, by one to two thousand dollars. Figures for the concert were not available. Along with a loss of $100 from the Kickoff party, the Mardi Gras Committee spent about $530 on inci-
dental. Dewan thinks that the raffle "should and can be continued." He added that it would need "radical restructuring with an arrangement that would substan-
tially eliminate expenses." Dewan suggested that this ar-

and fragment be with businesses and industry in the South Bend community. The raffle provides the biggest cash flow for the Mardi Gras, but unfortunately most of the cash flows into expenses for the entire Mardi Gras. The raffle would be a "guaranteed success" if everyone sold all their chances Dewan. A special committee will de-
termine which charity or chari-
ties will receive the Mardi Gras profits. Dewan added that the donation will be approximately nine to fourteen thousand dol-
ars less than the committee originally hoped. He attributed this to the need for the Student Union to pay off the debts from this year and the substantial losses incurred in recent years.

Mardi Gras Chairman Dave Dewan estimated Mardi Gras profits at between five and six thousand dollars.

Doctor Spock will talk on 'Dissent and Social Change'

Doctor Benjamin Spock, the world's best known pediatrician and an outspoken critic of the draft and U.S. Vietnam policy, will speak on Thursday, Febru-
ary 19, at 8:00 p.m. in Stepan Center. This address entitled "Dissent and Social Change" is sponsored by the Student Union Academic Commission and open to the public. Approaching a crucial stage in their budget, the Commission has found it neces-
sary to charge an admission fee of fifty cents per person.

Educated at Phillips Academy and Yale, where he rowed on the crew which won the 1974 Olympic games in Paris, Dr. Spock received his M.D. from Colombia University in 1929. He practiced pediatrics in New York City for many years with a special interest in its psycho-
logical aspects before working on the staff of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

He is the author of ten books, most recently, "Dissent and Social Change," and has found it necessary to charge an admission fee of fifty cents per person.

The entire Senior Class will be able to vote on the selection of which of these nominees it wishes to bring to Notre Dame.

Dewan added that the committee will announce later this week. The entire Senior Class will be able to vote on the selection of which of these nominees it wishes to bring to Notre Dame. The election will be held February 24 in the Huddle and the class and held an election. Lose

This year's Senior Class will be able to choose from among at least six, and perhaps eight, nationally prominent Americans who have already agreed to come to campus.

Michael Kelly, Chairman, of the Senior Fellow Program, explained the new system used in the selection of the Fellow. In the past, the Senior Fellow Committee drew up a list of names they felt would interest the class and held an election. After the election the committee would then go down the list of names in order inviting the nominees. Often the nominees could not come and many years, the final recipient of the Senior Class award was the class's third or fourth choice.

This year Kelly has estab-
lished the procedure of inviting a broad spectrum of public figures from many fields before the election to see who would be able to come to campus for a stay of at least two days, during which he would lecture in Senior classes, dine with the seniors in the dining halls and meet with Seniors at night. Kelly's commit-
te contacted thirty-eight people ranging from Jesse Jackson to Lyndon Johnson, from Tom Hayden to Edward Muskie, from Barry Goldwater to Ernie Banks.

Of those thirty-eight, the following have agreed to come to Notre Dame if chosen by the class; senator Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn.), conductor-composer Leonard Bernstein, Astronaut Frank Borman, writer and his-
torian Arthur Schlesinger, Congres-
sman Allard Lowenstein (D-NY), and former Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg.

Still uncertain are Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.), writer-lecturer William F. Buck-
ley Jr., and civil rights leader Dick Gregory. The Senior Class is now in contact with these men to find out their availability. The final slate will be announced later this week.

The entire Senior Class will be
eight of which these nominees it wishes to bring to Notre Dame. The election will be held February 24 in the Huddle and the class and held an election. Lose

Dewan added that the committee will announce later this week. The entire Senior Class will be able to vote on the selection of which of these nominees it wishes to bring to Notre Dame. The election will be held February 24 in the Huddle and the class and held an election. Lose

Kelly said that he was very pleased with the work of this year's Senior Fellow Committee. "Every previous class has either had no say on who the nominee would be or no assurance that who they voted for would even come," he said. "This year they have open participation in bring-
ing someone to campus." Dewan suggested that this ar-

fragment be with businesses and industry in the South Bend community. The raffle provides the biggest cash flow for the Mardi Gras, but unfortunately most of the cash flows into expenses for the entire Mardi Gras. The raffle would be a "guaranteed success" if everyone sold all their chances Dewan. A special committee will de-
termine which charity or chari-
ties will receive the Mardi Gras profits. Dewan added that the donation will be approximately nine to fourteen thousand dol-
ars less than the committee originally hoped. He attributed this to the need for the Student Union to pay off the debts from this year and the substantial losses incurred in recent years.

Mardi Gras Chairman Dave Dewan estimated Mardi Gras profits at between five and six thousand dollars.

Which One is the "Paulist?"

It's easy to tell a Paulist. Just talk with him.

The first thing you notice is that he's compassionate. He lives today, but plans tomorrow with the experience and knowl-
dge of yesterday. That's a Paulist characteristic: the abil-
ity to move with the tides and to meet the challenges of each era.

He is a child of the 70's, a part of the world's most turbulent and exhilarating age. He is a man who has brought together the extraordinary in today's world and the Church, the lib-
erals and the moderates, the internal and the temporal.

Next, he is very much an indi-
vidual. It sets him apart imme-
surably. He has his own particu-
lar talents and abilities and he is given freedom to use them. If you are interested in finding out more about the Paulist dif-
ference in the priesthood, ask for our brochure and a copy of our recent Renewal Chapter Guidelines.

Write to:

Vocation Director
Paulist Fathers
Room 200
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
NEW YORK (UPI) - Joe Frazier holds the whole boxing world's attention, and deservedly so, from that stormy Lay- day pay-off.

Frazier's destructive left slammed Ellis to the canvas twice Monday night and left Jimmy so dazed that he believed he was unable to come out for the fifth round. For the first time since he was stripped from Cassius Clay 32 months ago, boxing has an "undisputed" heavyweight champion.

"If you fight anyone who thinks he can get in the ring with me," said the ball-needled 205 pounder, "I'll hear about some of these guys like light heavyweight champion Bob Foster or Mark Media Ellis to the canvas twice

and said what he felt inside. Thank you, Angelo Dundee. Ellis tried to escape, circling to his right, but with only a little more time gone in the fourth, Ellis was hit with another left, and he crumpled slow to the canvas. He stayed in his corner for seconds and then slowly rose to his feet at the bell.

But after that first knockdown, it was all over for Jimmy Ellis, a 29-year-old from Louisville, Ky. Ellis survived another 40 seconds until Frazier's left struck again, and then Ellis hit the canvas hard. He got to his feet at nine and was helped to his corner after the round had ended.

Dundee hit Ellis's knee and asked him a couple questions, and the responders were so slack he refused to let his fighter come out as the bell rang to start the fifth round.

Unbeaten UCLA still number one

NEW YORK (UPI) - UCLA, unbeaten in 20 games, remains the nation's No. 1 college basketball team, but the battle for No. 2 has turned into a real dogfight.

UCLA, which beat Washington State twice and Washington once last week, lost the last of the 34 first place votes cast by the 35 member United Press International board of coaches today. One coach did not vote.

Less than 100 points separate the next four teams in the balloting. Kentucky moved into second with 277 points, 67 less than UCLA, and South Carolina slipped to third with 239.

St. Bonaventure remained fourth in 231 while New Mexico State held fifth with 188.

Jacksonville, 122, was sixth followed by Pennsylvania, North Carolina State, Iowa and Davidson.

Florida State moved up to 11th, followed by Drake, North Carolina, Houston and Marquette, Notre Dame and Utah tied for 16th, Western Kentucky took 18th, Utah State captured 19th and Colorado took the final spot.

UCLA, which edged Washington State 73-70 in its first meeting of the week, bounced back with a 95-61 drubbing in their second meeting. The Bruins clubbed Washington 101-85 to run their record to 20-0.

Kentucky would have little trouble boosting its record to 19-1 with easy victories over Mississippi State 86-57 and Florida 110-66. The Wildcats received the only first place vote UCLA did not capture.

South Carolina sandwiched an 81-54 victory over Wake Forest and an 82-65 conquest of Duke around a 68-65 upset at the hands of Davidson which moved up to 10th with the triumph. The Gamecocks are now 19-2.

St. Bonaventure beat Seton Hall 103-83 and Providence 68-52 to run its record to 20-1 while New Mexico State stunned Montana State 97-73 and Air Force 95-69 to stretch its record to 20-2. Jacksonville whalloped Oklahoma City 137-62 and Loyola La. 96-75 to advance to 19-1 mark.

The United Press International top 20 major college basketball teams with first place votes and won-loss record in parentheses this week.

Team
Points
1. UCLA 33 (20-0) 390
2. Kansas (17-1) 327
3. So. Carolina (19-2) 299
4. St. Bonaventure (17-2) 273
5. New Mexico St. (20-1) 208
6. Jacksonville (19-1) 191
7. Pacific (21-1) 183
8. North Carolina St. (18-3) 69
9. Iowa (13-4) 56
10. Davidson (16-3) 42
11. Florida St. (20-2) 35
12. Drake (17-5) 30
13. Drake (17-5) 30
14. Louisville (16-5) 27
15. Houston (17-3) 21
16. Marquette (17-3) 17
17. Tie-Notre Dame (16-5) 12
18. Tie-Utah (16-7) 12
19. Utah St. (15-4) 9
20. Columbia (18-3) 7

Others receiving votes:

Oregon, Duquesne, Cincinnati, Pacific, Louisville.

In his last three games Sid Caletz (shown here early in the season against Valparaiso) has shot 62% from the floor and averaged 16.3.